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A New Method to Synthesize an SRS Compatible Base Acceleration with Energy and Temporal 

Moments to Improve MDOF System Response (First Part) 
 

J. Edward Alexander 

 

A new method has been developed to synthesize a shock response 

spectrum (SRS) compatible base acceleration with additional parameters 

in the synthesis process beyond current practices. Current base 

acceleration synthesis methods address only SRS compatibility. However, 

additional information is available to synthesize a base acceleration to 

improve multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) system response accuracy. 

Expanding the synthesis procedure to include energy input and temporal 

information provides more constraints on the development of the 

synthesized acceleration. Similar to the SRS, an energy input spectrum 

(EIS) is a frequency based relationship for the peak energy input per unit 

mass to a series of single-degree of freedom (SDOF) oscillators from a base 

acceleration. The EIS represents total input energy contributions (kinetic, 

damped and absorbed energy). Temporal information includes overall 

shape of the transient shock pulse envelope E(t) (rise, plateau, decay) and 

five temporal moments. When EIS, E(t) and temporal moments 

compatibility are added to the synthesis procedure, an improved base 

acceleration results. To quantify the significance of these quantities, a 

regression analysis was performed based on linear and nonlinear 3DOF 

model responses. The regression analysis confirmed that compatibility 

with SRS, EIS and temporal moments were significant factors to improve 

MDOF model response accuracy. To test this finding, a base acceleration 

was synthesized with the expanded procedure. Four other accelerations 

were synthesized with current state of the art methods which match the 

SRS only. The five synthesized accelerations were applied to a 3DOF 

model based on a US naval medium weight shock machine (MWSM). 

MWSM model results confirmed that the SRS, EIS, and temporal moment 

compatible acceleration resulted in improved accuracy of peak mass 

accelerations and displacements in the majority of the cases, and 

consistently gave more accurate peak energy input to the MWSM model. 

Energy input to a structure is a significant factor for damage potential. 

The total kinetic, damped and absorbed energy input represents a system 

damage potential which the structure as a whole must dissipate. 
 

Nomenclature 

3DOF Three degree of freedom 

aD Design acceleration 

aS Synthesized acceleration 

asyn427k Acceleration synthesized from merit function Eq. (3-16)-427k 

iterations 

An Amplitude of nth sinusoid 

D Duration 

D% Duration percent error of aS relative to aD 

EI Energy input 

EIS Energy input spectrum 

EISD Energy input spectrum for aD 

EISS Energy input spectrum for aS 

EISasyn427k Energy input spectrum for asyn427k 

EIS% EIS percent error of aS relative to aD averaged over frequency  

bandwidth  

En Total peak energy input to MDOF model 

EOM Equation of motion 

E(t) Envelope function for synthesized acceleration 

f Frequency, Hz 

fn Natural frequency of nth SDOF oscillator, Hz 

g Acceleration due to gravity 

H0 Null hypothesis in regression analysis 

H1 Alternative hypothesis in regression analysis 

HV Velocity transfer function 

Hz Hertz (cycles/second) 

i Iteration index for aS synthesis iteration process 

ITOP International test operations procedure 

j Index for jth m, c and k in MDOF model 

k Index for time step increment 

kj j
th spring stiffness in MDOF model 

K Kurtosis 

K% Kurtosis percent error of aS relative to aD 

KPH Kilometers per hour 

M Merit function 

m Mass 

mi i
th temporal moment 

mj j
th mass in MDOF model 

MDOF Multi-degree of freedom 

MOD Ministry of Defense 

MWSM Medium weight shock machine 

Nn Number of half sines in nth wavelet 

n Frequency index 

Pn Participation factor for nth mode of vibration 

PSD Power spectral density 

R2 Percent that regression model explains the variation in response 

REA Root energy amplitude 

RMS Root mean squared 

S Skewness 

S% Percent skewness error of aS relative to aD  

SDOF Single degree of freedom 

SRS Shock response spectrum 

SRSD Shock response spectrum for aD 

SRSS Shock response spectrum for aS 

SRSasyn427k Shock response spectrum for asyn427k 

SRSvel Velocity SRS 

SRS% SRS percent error of aS relative to aD averaged over frequency bandwidth 

tdn Wavelet time delay  

u(t) Absolute acceleration 

�̇�(𝑡) Absolute velocity 

�̈�(𝑡) Absolute acceleration 

�̈�𝑏(𝑡) Base acceleration 

UK United Kingdom 

WEIS EIS% weighting in merit function (M) equation  

WSRS SRS% weighting in merit function (M) equation  

x Modal coordinate  

�̇�(𝑡) Modal coordinate velocity  

�̈�(𝑡) Modal coordinate acceleration  

z(t) Relative displacement 

�̇�(𝑡) Relative velocity 

�̈�(𝑡) Relative acceleration 
 

Greek Alphabet Nomenclature: 

α Mass matrix coefficient for Raleigh damping 

β Stiffness matrix coefficient for Raleigh damping 

Δ Elastic limit for nonlinear-elastic springs in 3DOF models 

ζ Percent of critical damping 

φn Phase angle for nth sinusoid  

ωi Circular frequency for ith mode of vibration, radians/second 

ωn Natural frequency of nth SDOF oscillator, radians/second 

τ Temporal centroid of a wave form 

τ% percent error of centroid location of aS relative to aD 

ε Discrete point in time 
 
Matrix Nomenclature: 

[C] Damping matrix 

[CL] Linear part of damping matrix 

[CNL] Nonlinear part of damping matrix which is function of velocity 

[K] Stiffness matrix 

[KL] Linear part of stiffness matrix 

[KNL] Nonlinear part of stiffness matrix which is function of displacement 

[M] Mass matrix 

{xi} Modal coordinate vector for mode i 

{u} Absolute displacement vector 

{z} Relative displacement vector 

{�̈�} Relative acceleration vector 

{φ}n Mode shape vector for mode n 

[Φ] Mode transformation matrix 
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1 Spectral Methods to Characterize Shock and Energy 

1.1 Overview 

The shock response spectrum (SRS), conceived by Maurice Biot (1932), has 

been used as a structural dynamic method to characterize the seismic and 

mechanical shock environment for more than eight decades. The SRS, by 

definition, is the peak acceleration response of a series of single-degree of 

freedom (SDOF) mechanical oscillators of different frequencies, all with same 

the percent of critical damping, subjected to the same transient base input 

acceleration. The SRS is most frequently presented as a log-log graph of the 

peak SDOF acceleration responses as a function of the frequency bandwidth of 

interest. Early research and application of the SRS was conducted in the 1950’s 

by the seismic community 29, 35 to characterize the earthquake seismic shock 

environment. After the 1950’s the use of the SRS expanded significantly for the 

seismic, aerospace and defense communities. The SRS is frequently employed 

to specify the design requirement for the structural dynamic shock environment 

that a physical system must survive10, 15, 45, 46.  

When structural dynamic requirements are specified in terms of a design 

shock response spectrum, termed SRSD, the evaluation of a structure to meet 

this requirement can be demonstrated by either analysis or test. If it can be 

demonstrated the structure will survive the input shock specified by SRSD and 

continue to meet operational requirements, it is considered to be shock 

qualified. When the system to be shock qualified can be modelled as a linear 

structure (i.e. linear equations of motion), a mode superposition analysis 

procedure can be performed directly, using SRSD, to estimate the peak dynamic 

response (accelerations, displacements) of a multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) 

system.  

However, if the structure is to be shock qualified by electro-dynamic shaker 

testing, or if the structure to be analyzed is nonlinear (i.e. nonlinear equations 

of motion), the SRSD cannot be used directly. In these instances an SRSD 

compatible acceleration time-history, aS, must be synthesized. The synthesized 

aS can be input directly as a transient base acceleration for transient analysis of 

the nonlinear MDOF model, or to drive the armature of an electro-dynamic 

shock test machine.  

Synthesis of an SRSD compatible base acceleration time-history is not 

difficult to execute and numerous procedures have been documented for this 

purpose. However, past research has demonstrated that synthesis of an SRSD 

compatible acceleration time-history aS does not, by itself, guarantee that the 

peak dynamic structure responses will be accurate. Accurate, in the context of 

this document, is defined as system response from a synthesized base 

acceleration that matches the corresponding system response from a design 

acceleration with good accuracy, for example within 10%. Current SRSD 

compatible synthesis methods do not consider compatibility with the energy 

input spectrum (EIS) nor the temporal characteristics of aS. Motivation for the 

research documented herein is to augment existing SRSD compatible transient 

acceleration aS synthesis processes to improve the accuracy of peak MDOF 

system response. Additional constraints beyond only SRSD compatibility are: 

 

• Matching the energy input to the structure based on the synthesized 

acceleration’s compatibility with the energy input spectrum (EIS) and,  

• Constraining the synthesized acceleration to match predefined 

temporal characteristics, termed temporal moments  

 

1.2 Shock Response Spectrum Definition  

Shock is a major structural design consideration for a wide variety of systems 

and their components. Shock is a sudden, sometimes violent, change in 

velocity (rapid acceleration) of a physical system due to the transient 

application of an external force or acceleration. The shock response spectrum is 

a way to characterize the frequency response of a series of single degree-of-

freedom (SDOF) systems all subjected to the same transient base input shock 

acceleration. The SRS has been used for more than 80 years to characterize the 

frequency response from transient shock acceleration. The SRS is defined 

simply as the peak acceleration response (either positive or negative) of a series 

of base excited linear SDOF oscillators of different frequencies subjected to the 

same transient base acceleration input. 

Figure (1-1) is a graphical representation of how an SRS is determined. 

Consider a base transient shock input acceleration time-history where the entire 

base experiences this acceleration. A series of SDOF linear oscillators of 

different frequencies mounted on the rigid base will also experience this 

transient shock acceleration input. To illustrate the SRS, the response of six 

SDOF oscillators is examined in this example. These SDOF oscillators are 

tuned to frequencies of 30 Hz, 60 Hz, 200 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000Hz and 1300 Hz. 

The transient mass acceleration response of each is plotted above the 

corresponding SDOF oscillator and the peak value is indicated on each plot. 

For example, the peak acceleration response of the 30 Hz SDOF oscillator is -

10.46 g as indicated on the plot, which is the lowest magnitude of the six 

SDOF oscillators. The peak amplitude of the 60 Hz SDOF oscillator is 22.7 g. 

The SDOF peak amplitudes continue to increase to 151.2 g for the 1300 Hz 

oscillator. Had higher frequency oscillators been included in this example, at 

some SDOF frequency, the peak SDOF acceleration response value would 

reach a maximum. For SDOF oscillators with frequencies above this limiting 

frequency, the peak acceleration response would begin to decrease. In the limit, 

at the extreme high frequency end of the spectrum, the peak amplitude of the 

highest frequency oscillator would asymptotically converge to 47.5 g, which is 

the peak amplitude of the input base acceleration. This is because, at the high 

frequency end of the spectrum, the SDOF oscillator is so stiff that it acts like a 

rigid (infinitely stiff) element attached to the base, and as such experiences 

acceleration identical to that of the base input acceleration. The SRS 

approaching the high frequency asymptote is demonstrated by the SRS of 

Figure (2-3) in Chapter 2.  

The peak acceleration response of each of the six SDOF oscillators is plotted 

as a function of frequency at the top of Figure (1-1). These six points are 

indicated on the SRS plot at the corresponding frequencies of each oscillator. It 

is noted that the peak acceleration of each SDOF oscillator do not occur at the 

same point in time during the transient. The SRS gives the peak response of 

each SDOF, but does not retain temporal information as to when the peak 

occurs. The complete SRS is developed for SDOF oscillators covering the 

frequency band width of interest, 10 Hz to 3000 Hz in this case. A good 

overview of the early historical development of the SRS is given by Trifunace 

(2008)  

 

1.3 Shock Response Spectrum SRSD as a Shock Design Specification 

The SRS is used widely in the defense, aerospace and seismic communities. 

The SRS is often prescribed as a structural design shock design specification, 

termed SRSD herein, to characterize the requirement for the structural shock 

design environment. A design shock response spectrum SRS
D
 is frequently 

determined from platform (i.e. ship, ground vehicle, etc.) field testing. In these 

cases, numerous transient accelerations data records are taken during testing. 

Figure (1-2) is an illustrative example of multiple acceleration-time histories 

from field tests. The test acceleration signals also provide typical shock pulse 

temporal parameters (rise time, decay time, strong shock duration, overall 

shock pulse envelope) for a particular shock event (underwater explosions, 

earthquakes, pyrotechnics, ballistic impact, etc.). The acceleration-time 

histories from platform field tests can be transformed to an ensemble of shock 

response spectra as illustrated in Figure (1-2). The transformation to an SRS 

gives the SDOF response maxima for all frequencies. However, as 

demonstrated by the transient plots of Figure (1-1), the peak mass accelerations 

do not occur at the same time. As such, the SRS does not retain the timing of 

when the transient acceleration peaks occurs. In order to develop a single 

design SRS
D
, a maximum envelope of all spectra is constructed. A single 

design SRS
D
 which envelopes all SRSi is illustrated by the graph on the right 

side of the Figure (1-2). 

There are numerous examples where structural dynamic environment 

requirements for a shock event are specified by a design SRSD. The seismic 

environment for ground structures was the first case of this approach for 

design. Housner27 published both velocity and acceleration spectra based on 

enveloping the four strongest earthquake ground motions recorded at the time (El 

Centro-1934, El Centro-1940, Olympia-1949, Tehachapi-1952). Subsequently, 

Newmark, et al.49 published a recommended design shock response spectrum 

SRSD for nuclear power plants based on the evaluation of seventeen recorded 

earthquake horizontal and vertical accelerations. 

The Newmark horizontal design SRSD, Figure (1-3), has survived for more 

than 40 years and remains the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s SRSD 

requirement for nuclear power plants as specified in Regulatory Guide 1.6067. 

Similar shock response spectrum requirements for equipment aboard US 

naval ships were first published by the Naval Research Laboratory in 1963. In 

the case of shipboard equipment, the design spectra is specified based on the 

type of ship (surface ship or submarine) and the mounting location of the 

equipment in the ship, (hull, deck or shell mounted). Interim unclassified 

design SRSD values were first published by Naval Research Lab Engineers O’ 

Hara and Belsheim50. 
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 Figure (1-1). Graphical Representation of the Shock Response Spectrum. 

 

 
Figure (1-2). Development of a Design SRSD from Field Test Data. 
 
Subsequently a classified SRSD requirements document was issued by the US 

Navy16. This document remains the US Navy’s SRSD requirement for shock 

qualification of naval equipment by analysis.  

For other military equipment, MIL-STD-810G, Method 516, Shock42 

specifies requirements for a several shock qualification SRSD. If field test data 

are available, the general 810 G guidance is to determine SRSD with the 

maximum envelope approach illustrated in Figure (1-2). Further, it is possible 

to determine a temporal duration TE, defined in Section 3.2, if recorded time 

history test data are available from field testing. If measured test data are not 

available, the guidance for functional and crash hazard shock is to use 

prescribed SRSD published in MIL-STD-810G, Method 516, Figure (1-4). 

 

 
Figure (1-3). U.S. NRC Horizontal SRSD for Nuclear Power Plants. 

 

 
Figure (1-4). MIL-STD-810G, Method 516, Functional and Crash Hazard 

Shock SRSD. 
 
Similarly, the default SRSD requirement for a ballistic shock environment 

resulting from a direct hit to a ground combat vehicle, Figure (1-5), is given by 

MIL-STD-810G, Method 522, Ballistic Shock42.This document describes the 

ballistic shock produced in armored vehicles for hostile attack from mines, 

explosives, detonation of reactive armor and projectiles. The NATO 

International Test Operations Procedure (ITOP) representing France, Germany, 

United Kingdom and the United States30 has the identical SRSD requirement for 

ballistic shock.  
 

 
Figure (1-5). MIL-STD-810G, Method 522, Ballistic Shock SRSD. 
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Pyrotechnic shock, commonly referred to as pyroshock, is the shock resulting 

from pyrotechnic devices which are typically an explosive or propellant 

activated event. A pyroshock pulse is highly localized with high acceleration 

and high frequency content, which can range from 300-300,000 g’s at 

frequencies of 100-1,000,000 Hz, and as such excite very high frequency 

material responses. Pyroshock sources include explosive bolts, separation nuts, 

pin puller, and pyro-activated operational hardware. For pyroshock, as with 

functional and ballistic shock, if measured data are not available, MIL-STD-

810G, Method 517, Pyroshock42 specifies a default SRSD for design purposes, 

shown in Figure (1-6). NASA also references the SRSD of Figure (1-6)46.  

 

1.4 Role of a Synthesized Acceleration 

As indicated in Section 1.3, the required shock design environment is 

frequently specified in terms of a design SRSD. If a linear structural dynamic 

system is to be analyzed to SRSD requirements, the analysis can be done 

directly with the mode superposition process described in Appendix A. Mode 

superposition is a linear process based on an Eigen value extraction from the 

linear equations of motion for a linear system. However, if the system has 

nonlinear elements such as nonlinear springs, dampers or nonlinear material 

properties, the resulting equations of motion are nonlinear and mode 

superposition is not possible because the system normal modes of vibration are 

not stationary. 

 

 
Figure (1-6). MIL-STD-810G, Method 517, Pyrotechnic Devices SRSD. 

 

Similarly, if a physical system is to be shock tested to SRSD requirements, the 

SRSD cannot be used directly to control the test machine. Much of the 

motivation to determine a synthesized aS compatible with a design SRSD is for 

shock testing with electro-dynamic shakers48, 59, 63. These types of test machines 

have physical limitations in terms of how much force they can deliver to the 

test article and maximum displacement limitations of the shaker armature. The 

peak shaker force is based on the peak acceleration of the transient acceleration 

time-history and the weight of the equipment being tested (max 

force=mass*peak acceleration). The peak displacement limitation can also be 

problematic for low frequencies where the acceleration is generally low but the 

peak displacement is high. 

In both cases of analysis or test, a synthesized SRSD compatible shock 

acceleration time-history, aS, is necessary. It is not difficult to synthesize a 

transient aS with a corresponding SRSS that matches a prescribed SRSD within a 

specified tolerance envelope requirement. Many techniques exist to synthesize 

a shock acceleration, described in Section 2.3, based solely on matching the 

SRSD with no consideration of other constraints. The assumption has been that 

if SRSS from aS matches SRSD within prescribed tolerances, when aS is applied 

to a system model or test article by analysis or test, respectively, the system 

response should be accurate. However, past studies have demonstrated that 

system responses to a synthesized base acceleration aS can, and frequently do, 

vary significantly from responses to the design acceleration aD. Additional 

useful information is available to mitigate this problem. This information 

includes the energy input to the structure from the shock acceleration and, if 

field test data are available, temporal information for the overall temporal 

shape envelope and temporal moments of the shock acceleration. However, 

based on published literature, others have not included this additional 

information in the aS synthesis process. The energy input to the system, based 

on the energy input spectrum EIS, provides additional information beyond the 

SRSD which can be considered in the synthesis of aS. Further, others have not 

included temporal moments as a part of the aS synthesis process. In addition, 

there is a paucity of published literature where authors have verified the 

accuracy of the synthesized aS based on MDOF system responses relative to 

the corresponding responses from a known design acceleration, aD.  

 

1.5 IR&D Objectives 

 The objectives of this study are to determine a systematic method to: 

• Expand the SRS compatible base acceleration synthesis process to 

include energy input and temporal information, 

• Demonstrate improved system response from the expanded process 

 

1.6 Report Outline 

To address these objectives, an expanded approach has been developed for 

the synthesis of aS. This approach broadened the current synthesis process 

(Section 2) to include not only SRSD compatibility, but also compatibility with 

a design energy input spectrum, EISD, and a design temporal moments. These 

quantities are determined from a known design acceleration, aD. An 

optimization algorithm was developed (Section 3) to return aS which minimizes 

the following factors with a merit function M, 

SRS% (average % error of SRSS: SRSD), 

EIS% (average % error of EISS: EISD) and 

Five Temporal Moments (% error of TMS: TMD ). 

A regression analysis was performed based on fourteen accelerations 

synthesized with the merit function and the corresponding 3DOF system 

responses. An optimized acceleration was synthesized with the updated merit 

function. 

The optimized acceleration was compared with four aS synthesized using 

common industry practices (classical pulse, damped sines, wavelets, enveloped 

sines), (Section 4). To evaluate the accuracy of the five aS, a second 3DOF 

model was developed based on the U. S. Navy’s medium weight shock 

machine (MWSM). Representative linear and nonlinear variants of the MWSM 

model were developed. MWSM model responses were determined from the five 

aS. Responses evaluated were peak mass accelerations, peak displacements and 

peak system energy input per unit mass. The peak model responses from 

synthesized aS were compared with the corresponding MWSM model peak 

responses from a prescribed design acceleration aD. The accuracy of each aS 

was evaluated based on the MWSM model responses.  

 

1.7 Overview of Findings 

Evaluation of all aS was based on the peak responses of the MWSM 3DOF 

models compared to the corresponding response from the design acceleration, 

aD. Three MWSM model responses evaluated were; 

• Average % error of peak mass accelerations, 

• Average % error of peak mass displacements, and 

• % error of 3DOF peak energy input. 

For the MWSM model linear variant, the optimized asyn427k resulted in the 

lowest percent errors for all three responses. For the two nonlinear MWSM 

variants, optimized asyn427k had lower percentage errors relative to the other 

four synthesized aS, for peak mass accelerations and displacements in the 

majority of the cases. For all MWSM model variants (linear and nonlinear), the 

optimized asyn427k resulted in the lowest peak energy input percent error. The 

optimized asyn427k was the only synthesized shock acceleration that included 

matching the energy input spectrum from the design acceleration, EISD, as a 

part of the optimization process. 

Energy input to a system from shock acceleration represents integrating the 

energy equation over the entire structure, and as such is a comprehensive 

measure of total system damage potential. On the other hand, local 

displacements and accelerations cannot represent the damage potential for the 

entire structure and do not have general significance for the entire structure.  

 

2 Background  

2.1 Overview 

Numerous methods exist to synthesize a base acceleration aS to be 

compatible with a design SRSD. Current practices focus on the singular goal of 

achieving the best match of SRSS with SRSD. However, additional information 

is available to augment the synthesis of aS including the energy input per unit 

mass, which can be derived from the SRSD, and temporal information that can 

be extracted from available test data. An overview of the common aS synthesis 

methods is described herein. Derivations of the SRS and the energy input 
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equations are presented. Temporal information is defined including shock pulse 

durations and overall envelope. 

 

2.2 Derivation of the Shock Response Spectrum 

The SRS was defined and illustrated in Section 1.2 as the maximum response 

acceleration from a series of linear SDOF oscillators covering a frequency 

range when subjected to a common input base acceleration-time history. In this 

section the maximum response of each SDOF oscillator of circular frequency 

ωn is derived. Consider a series of linear damped SDOF oscillators with N 

different natural frequencies, all mounted on a common fixed base, shown in 

Figure (2-1). 

 

 
Figure (2-1). Series of SDOF Oscillators on a Common Base. 

 

 

Figure (2-2). Typical Base Acceleration )(tub
 . 

Each oscillator has an independent absolute coordinate, )(txn . The base 

coordinate is )(tub . If the base is subjected to transient shock acceleration 

)(tub
 such as the one shown in Figure (2-2), this will induce an independent 

response in each oscillator. The governing equation of motion for the nth 

oscillator, developed by putting mn in dynamic force equilibrium from d’ 

Alembert’s principle, is 

( ) ( ) 0)()()()()( =−+−+ tutxktutxctxm bnnbnnnn
 , (2-1) 

where )(txn  is an absolute coordinate for the displacement of the nth mass 

nm . A relative coordinate for the displacement of the mass relative to the 

base is defined for each oscillator as, 

)()()( tutxtz bnn − . (2-2) 

Substituting (2-2) into (2-1) yields,  

( ) 0)()()()( =+++ tzktzctutzm nnnnbnn
 . (2-3) 

Dividing by mn and moving the base acceleration base acceleration term to 

the right hand side of the equation gives,  

)()()()( tutz
m

k
tz

m

c
tz bn

n

n
n

n

n
n

 −=++ .  (2-4) 

It is recognized that 
2

n

n

n

m

k
=  is the squared natural frequency of the nth 

oscillator and that nn

n

n

m

c
2=  is the damping term where n  is the 

percent of critical damping. Making these substitutions gives a SDOF equation 

of motion (2-5) in relative coordinates zn as, 

)()()(2)( 2 tutztztz bnnnnnn
 −=++  . (2-5) 

From (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4), the absolute acceleration of mass mn is 

determined from the relative velocity and relative displacement given by Eq. 

(2-6), 

)()(2)( 2 tztztx nnnnnn  −−=  . (2-6) 

The damping term is frequently ignored on the basis that the damping force 

contributes little to the equilibrium relationship13, resulting in a relationship 

between the absolute acceleration and the relative displacement,  

)()( 2 tztx nnn − . (2-7) 

Eq. (2-7) indicates that the absolute acceleration of the nth mass is 

proportional to the relative displacement between the mass and the base, with 

the proportionality being the squared circular frequency. The solution to Eq. 

(2-5) is given by Duhamel’s Integral,  





dteutz n

t
t

b

n

n
nn )(1sin)(

1

1
)( 2

0

)(

2
−−

−
−= 

−− . (2-8) 

Substituting (2-8) into (2-7) gives the absolute acceleration of mass mn, Eq.  

(2-9),  

 −−
−

=
−−

t

n

t

b
n

n dteutx nn

0

2)(

2
)(1sin)(

1
)( 



   (2-9) 

The SRS defined as the absolute value of the peak mass accelerations over all 

frequencies n . For the nth frequency this is given by, 

max
)(txSRS nn

 . (2-10) 

Substitution of Eq. (2-9) into (2-10) gives the SRSn value for the nth 

frequency SDOF oscillator,  

max

0

2)(

2
)(1sin)(

1
 −−

−
=

−−
t

n

t

b
n

n dteuSRS nn 


   (2-11) 

A graph of a shock response spectrum is developed by plotting 
nSRS as a 

function of n , or more commonly 



2

n
nf =  in hertz, for all 

frequencies. A plot of the SRS for the base acceleration of Figure (2-2) is 

shown in Figure (2-3). Note that at the high frequency end of the plot, the SRS 

is approaching the 40 g asymptote which corresponds to the peak amplitude of 

the base acceleration in Figure (2-2). 
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Figure (2-3). Typical Shock Response Spectrum for Mechanical Shock. 

 

2.3 Methods to Synthesize SRS Compatible Acceleration 

Early methods to synthesize spectrum compatible ground accelerations were 

done in the study of earthquakes by the seismic community. As early as the 

1940’s, Housner25 modeled an earthquake as a random process with a series of 

pulses of different magnitudes that occurred randomly in time. Subsequently, 

Housner26 used a technique of modeling an earthquake as the sum of sine wave 

pulses occurring randomly in time, with frequency and amplitude determined 

from a probability distribution. 

Additional research to synthesize an SRS compatible acceleration time-

history was continued in the 1960’s by the seismic community. Civil engineers 

recognized the need to model ground structures analytically to determine the 

survivability to withstand strong earthquakes. Early methods to synthesize 

base accelerations compatible with a prescribed design SRSD were approached 

by modifications of earthquake acceleration records. These approaches were to 

use either stationary random processes28, 35, 52, 54, 58 or non-stationary random 

processes33, 34, 55 to guide the modification of earthquakes acceleration data for 

the synthesis of an artificial earthquake. The approach was to choose a starting 

set of coefficients for each frequency of SRSD and modify the set iteratively to 

improve the agreement between the SRSS of the artificial earthquake and the 

SRSD of the real earthquake53. Several starting procedures were explored 

including. 

• Selection of an existing earthquake acceleration record which had 

an SRS that was close to the target SRSD, 

• Selection of an initial set of coefficient by modification of the 

amplitude of the Fourier transform of the existing earthquake and 

• Modification of the power spectral density (PSD) of the real 

earthquake for the set of coefficients for each frequency. 

During the 1970’s, procedures to synthesize SRSD compatible acceleration 

time-histories emerged which did not rely on existing earthquake acceleration 

data records. These methods employed the summation of sinusoids using a 

temporal envelope function to control the rise and decay of the synthesized 

acceleration1, 20, 22, 36, 39, 56.  

The introduction of neural networks in the 1990’s provided seismic engineers 

other methods to synthesize spectrum compatible ground accelerations. One 

such method was to train a two stage neural network from 30 earthquake 

ground acceleration records21. Another approach employed a five neural 

network model to synthesize an SRSD compatible ground acceleration38.  This 

approach used basic earthquake information such as magnitude, epicenter 

distance, site conditions and focal depth to train the neural networks. While 

neural network based processes did result in a synthesized earthquake 

acceleration, limitations existed based on departure of the earthquake of 

interest compared to those that trained the neural networks. In general the 

match of the synthesized SRSS was not particularly accurate to the target SRSD. 

Soize64 published a unique method to synthesize aS to be compatible with 

SRSD using the maximum entropy principal. This principle was used to 

construct the probability distribution of a non-stationary stochastic process. 

The resulting aS waveform appeared credible and the agreement between SRSS 

and SRSD was reasonable.  

Brake9 published an interesting approach of combining different basis 

functions to synthesize an SRS compatible base acceleration. These functions 

were impulses, sines, damped sines and wavelets. With various combinations 

of these functions and optimizing the coefficients of each with a genetic 

algorithm, Brake was able to obtain a reasonable match of SRSS and SRSD. The 

resulting transient aS wave form, however, was obviously a “manufactured” 

time-history with little temporal relation to real test data. 

Others in the seismic community continued to explore the synthesis of SRS 

compatible ground acceleration time-histories using the stationary and non-

stationary features of earthquakes to include the power spectral density 

function23, 72. 

Presently for mechanical shock, the most common techniques to synthesize 

an SRS compatible acceleration aS are: 

• classical pulse (e.g. half-sine, terminal peak saw-tooth, trapezoid), 

• damped sinusoids, 

• wavelets and 

• enveloped sinusoids. 

MIL-STD-810G, Method 51615 specifies that if test data are not available, 

the use of damped or amplitude modulated sinusoids is permissible provided 

that the SRSS exceeds a prescribed SRSD over a frequency range of 5-2000 Hz. 

The use of a classical pulse (either terminal peak saw-tooth or trapezoid), while 

the least desirable approach, 

is permitted if no test data 

are available. The UK 

MOD43 also imposes 

requirements and tolerances 

on pulses (half sine, 

terminal peak saw-tooth, 

and trapezoidal) and 

damped sinusoids in terms 

of peak amplitude and 

number of shocks pulses. 

Beyond classical shock 

pulses to synthesize an 

SRSD compatible aS, some 

variant of the summation of 

sinusoids is the most frequently used method for mechanical shock. One 

method, especially relevant for control an electro-dynamics shaker test 

machine, is wavelets31. Multiple discrete wavelets, when summed, will result in 

a synthesized aS wave form. A discrete wavelet has a sinusoidal motion with a 

finite and specific number of half sine oscillations with unique parameters for 

frequency, amplitude and time delay. Iterations for the parameters of each 

wavelet yield a synthesized aS with a resulting SRSS that matches SRSD within 

acceptable tolerances. The equation for an individual wavelet, Wn(t), is given 

by, 

 (2-12)  

 

 

 (2-13) 

 

 

 (2-14) 

 

 

 (2-15) 

 

where, 

• 𝑊𝑛(𝑡) is the acceleration of wavelet n at time t, 

• An is the wavelet amplitude, 

• Nn is the number of half-sines in the wavelet (odd integer≥3), 

• ωn is the wavelet frequency and 

• tdn is the wavelet time delay. 

The complete synthesized aS is obtained from the summation of all wavelets. 

An individual wavelet example is shown in Figure (2-4) where An=1.34, fn=100 

Hz, Nn=19 half-sines and tdn=0.  

Other methods to synthesize aS are with damped and enveloped sinusoids. 

These approaches are similar to that of wavelets. The primary difference is the 

way in which the rise, peak and decay of the overall waveform is controlled. In 
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Figure (2-4). Individual Wavelet Example. 
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the case of damped sinusoids, as with wavelets, individual sinusoidal pulses are 

summed. Each individual damped sine pulse has a unique time delay tdn, 

damping ζn, amplitude An, and frequency ωn defined by, 

 

    (2-16) 

 

 

 (2-17)  

                                                                                                        

                                                                                           (2-18) 

 

An example of an individual damped sine pulse is shown in Figure (2-5) 

where An=1.34g, fn = 100 Hz, ζ=0.05 and tdn = .01 seconds.  

 

 
Figure (2-5). Individual Damped Sine Example. 

 

The enveloped sinusoids with random phase angles approach is similar to 

damped sinusoids. The equation for enveloped sinusoids is given by, 

 

 (2-19) 

 

where An are the amplitude coefficients, ωn are the frequencies of the 

sinusoids and φn are random phase angles for each frequency n. The rise, 

plateau and decay of aS is controlled by an envelope function E(t) rather than 

damping. Since E(t) can be sized to any temporal shape needed, the 

synthesized pulse shape of aS can be closely controlled to match that of 

available test or design data. Figure (2-6) is a plot of E(t) superimposed on the 

enveloped sinusoids synthesized acceleration time-history aS. Inasmuch as E(t) 

is sized to control the relative rise, plateau and decay of aS, the value of the 

plateau is commonly set to unity. However, E(t) was increased by a factor of 40 

in Figure (2-6) to better illustrate the relationship of E(t) to the corresponding 

shape of aS. The transient pulse is developed as the summation of sinusoids of 

amplitude An over n frequencies needed to span the frequency bandwidth of 

interest. During each iteration i of the synthesis process, the amplitude 

coefficients An are adjusted to improve the agreement of SRSS with SRSD. The 

updated An coefficients are adjust during each iteration for each frequency n 

from,  

 

Figure (2-7) is a plot of the design acceleration aD and four accelerations 

(half sine, damped sines, wavelets and enveloped sines) synthesized to match 

SRSD. No attempt was made to match the energy input spectrum or temporal 

moments of aD. The time scale of the half sine pulse was expanded by a factor 

of ten relative to the others in Figure (2-7), to better show the shape of the 

synthesized waveform. The SRSS of the synthesized accelerations, with the 

exception of the half sine, matched SRSD with good agreement. Figure (2-8) 

shows SRSD and SRSS for the four synthesized aS. Table (2-1) is the percentage 

errors for the SRSS of the synthesized accelerations relative to SRSD. The 

percentage error for each is the percent difference between SRSS and SRSD 

averaged over all the frequencies. The error was least for enveloped sines at 

4.88%. 

 

 
Figure (2-6). Envelope E(t) Superimposed on Corresponding Enveloped 

Sinusoids aS. 

 

 
Figure (2-7). Design aD and Synthesized Accelerations. 

 

 
Figure (2-8) Design SRSD and SRSS of Synthesized Accelerations. 

 
Table (2-1). Synthesized Accelerations SRSS % Error. 

 Average SRS% Error 

Half Sine 83.3% 

Damped Sines 8.67% 

Wavelets 6.97% 

Enveloped Sines 4.88% 
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As demonstrated in Figure (2-8), it is not difficult to synthesize a base 

acceleration aS that matches a prescribed design SRSD within specified 

tolerance limits, such as≤10% error. However, past research by Alexander2 has 

indicated that to obtain an accurate response from a structural dynamic model, 

matching only the SRSD is not sufficient. While a specific base acceleration 

transient will result in a unique shock response spectrum, the inverse is not true. 

There are theoretically an infinite number of base accelerations that will yield 

the same SRS. The phasing of the modes of a structural dynamic model relative 

to the timing of the synthesized acceleration peaks can significantly affect peak 

MDOF response magnitudes. The goal of the research herein is to determine a 

process, with additional guidelines beyond common practices, that will yield 

not only a spectrum compatible synthesized base acceleration, but also will 

yield improved results when applied to linear and nonlinear physical system 

models, especially for energy input. To improve the accuracy of a physical 

system model response to as, additional constraints are explored for the 

acceleration synthesis process. One such constraint is temporal (time) moments 

of the synthesized transient acceleration pulse. If test data have been acquired, 

temporal information can be determined from the data set to guide the 

synthesis of aS. 

 

2.4 Evolution of Energy Methods for Shock and Vibration 

Research of energy methods for transient shock response modeling provides 

another constraint to be applied in the synthesis of aS. This involves 

compatibility with not only the SRSD, but also with the EISD. Synthesis of aS to 

be compatible with SRSD, EISD and temporal moments offer additional 

constraints to be considered for the objective of improving MDOF system 

response accuracy.  

The seismic community did much of the early research to examine the utility 

of base acceleration energy input. The use of energy to characterize base 

excited structural dynamic response dates back to Hudson29 and Housner27. 

Hudson documented the maximum energy per unit mass for a SDOF oscillator 

is given by relationship to the velocity shock response spectrum, 

 

 (2-20) 

 

Hudson further developed a relationship between the velocity spectrum and 

the total energy from a series of pulses similar to that of earthquake excitation. 

Housner derived a relationship for the average energy in a MDOF structure 

based on the superposition of the total modal energies for each of the normal 

modes of the structure. The average energy in the structure for a transient 

shock is given as a function of the total mass of the structure and the average of 

the squared velocity spectral value of all N normal modes of the structure, 

 

 (2-21) 

 

Other authors who have documented the relationship between energy and the 

square of the velocity spectrum include Edwards et al. 17, 68, 71. 

Shock motion can be characterized by energy delivered to a structure. It is 

possible to determine energy input from a base acceleration-time history, and 

from the conservation of energy, the input energy will balance the energy from 

system response. The EIS is similar to an SRS inasmuch as it is a frequency 

based measure of the response of a series of SDOF oscillators subjected to a 

common base acceleration. However, in the case of an EIS, the measure is peak 

energy input per unit mass to the SDOF oscillator from the base acceleration, 

instead of peak mass acceleration response as in the case of the SRS. As with 

the SRS, peak energy input is determined for a series of SDOF oscillators 

covering the frequency bandwidth of interest. Derivation of the EIS is in 

developed Section 2.5.  

As was the case for the SRS, much of the ground work to study base 

excitation of a structure in terms of energy, in general, and the development of 

the EIS, in particular, was done by the seismic community from the mid-1980’s 

to the present. Zahrah and Hall71 investigated the response of simple SDOF 

structures from strong earthquake excitations. Eight earthquakes records of 

magnitudes 4.7 to 7.7 were selected for representative strong ground input 

motions. The objective of the study was to better quantify factors that influence 

structural deformation and damage. The approach of the study was to compare 

the input energy to the dissipated energy by inelastic deformations and 

damping, to establish an improved damage criteria than peak ground 

acceleration or the shock response spectrum. The conclusion of the study was 

that a better damage potential might be defined in terms of the energy input to 

the structure.  

Two formulation of the energy input equation are possible, based on absolute 

and relative coordinates for the SDOF equation of motion. The relative energy 

equation is given by Eq. (2-28). The absolute energy equation is based on 

derivation of the energy terms from the SDOF equation of motion prior to 

making the substitution for the relative coordinate (z=u-ub). The absolute 

formulation leads to the energy input term (EIabs= ∫ 𝑚�̈� 𝑑𝑢𝑏 ). Uang and 

Bertero68 used the absolute energy formulation to compare the results of the 

input energy per unit mass from the SDOF EIS with that of a linear multi-story 

building. The result was the energy input of the SDOF model, on a per unit 

mass basis, provided a very good estimate of the input energy of the multi-

story building for the dominant frequency. 

Manfredi41 noted that the input energy EI is an effective tool in seismic 

design and represents a “very stable parameter.” For the response of a 

nonlinear SDOF system, Manfredi proposed a modification to Housner’s input 

energy per unit mass assumption for an undamped system given by ½ of the 

pseudo-velocity squared, 

 

 (2-22) 

 

  

Manfredi’s modification to Housner’s equation included the addition of a 

second term with a dimensionless index ID to account for the influence of the 

duration of the ground acceleration,  

  

 (2-23) 

 
Ordaz, et al.51 derived another method to determine the relative input energy 

per unit mass using the Fourier amplitude spectrum and the real part of the 

relative velocity transfer function. The relative input energy per unit mass of an 

SDOF oscillator, derived in Section 2.5, is given by, 

                                                                                             

 (2-24) 

 

The transfer function of the base acceleration to relative velocity �̇�(𝑡)in the 

frequency domain is given by, 

 

                                                                                      (2-25) 

 

The Fourier spectrum of the base acceleration is given by �̈� b(ω). The 

resulting expression for the energy input per unit mass is given by, 

 

 

                                                                                                (2-26) 

 

Initial research and development for the use of energy methods was done 

almost exclusively by the seismic community to characterize shock damage 

from earthquakes. More recently other authors have published research in the 

application of energy methods to characterize mechanical shock as an 

alternative to the SRS. Authors who have considered energy methods for 

damage potential to mechanical systems include Gaberson19, Edwards17, Iwasa 

and Shi32, and Alexander4. 

Gaberson19 was a passionate advocate for the velocity shock response 

spectrum, SRSvel, as a measure of damage potential. One of Gaberson’s 

arguments for the use of the SRSvel was the relationship to energy (½ mSRS2
vel), 

first noted by Hudson29. 

Iwasa and Shi32 advocated the maximum total energy spectrum as the best 

measure of damage potential in the context of pyroshock, and noted that past 

studies indicated that maximum acceleration does not consistently represent the 

most accurate measure of damage potential. Their conclusion was that the 

maximum energy per unit mass of an SDOF system is a suitable indicator of 

pyroshock damage potential. This was confirmed by two mechanical tests, one 

from impact and one from electro-dynamic shaker input. 

Based on a numerical simulation, Edwards17 demonstrated that the maximum 

energy input per unit mass input to a MDOF structure can be estimated by the 

energy input per unit mass of an SDOF system (i.e. the EIS) with the same 

frequency of the lowest (dominant) frequency of the MDOF structure. Uang 
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and Berto68 demonstrated a similar finding. Edward’s simulation consisted of 

five nonlinear 4DOF systems with the pre-yield fundamental frequencies of 10 

Hz, 285 Hz, 1716 Hz, 7,357 Hz and 19,739 Hz. In all five cases, the energy 

input per unit mass of the 4DOF structure matched the EIS at those same 

frequencies with good agreement. 

Alexander4 published a study comparing the EIS from two base accelerations 

with the maximum energy per unit mass from the response of a 6DOF 

ABAQUS14 model, for both linear and nonlinear versions of model. The 

maximum energy per unit mass comparison from the model had good 

agreement with the EIS for the linear model. The same comparison for the 

nonlinear version of the model, while not unreasonable, had mixed results 

depending on the frequency.  

Honeywell24 was able to successfully use the EIS to quantify the total 

damage potential from packaging, handling and vibration from two different 

Honeywell operations. The EIS was developed for each of the two sites from 

data collected for each packaging configuration and each mode of 

transportation. Hartwig noted that the benefit of the EIS was that it accounts for 

the duration of the events and repeated exposures, where the power spectral 

density (PSD) does not. The same issue exists with the SRS.  

 

2.5 Derivation of the Energy Input Equations 

As with the SRS, it is possible to determine an Energy Input Spectrum (EIS), 

from a base acceleration from the peak energy inputs to a series of SDOF 

oscillators of different frequencies. A series of linear damped SDOF oscillators 

mounted to a common base, Figure (2-1), is also applicable for development of 

an EIS. Eq. (2-3) is the equation of motion of the nth SDOF oscillator mounted 

to the base, formulated in terms of the relative coordinates zn. Moving the 

inertial force term mn�̈�𝑏(t) to the right hand side gives the equation of motion 

(2-27) for the nth mass, 

mn �̈�n(t)+cn �̇�n(t) +kn zn(t)=mn �̈�b(t)  (2-27) 

Each term of Eq. (2-27) has units of force. To convert this equation from a 

force balance to an energy balance, each term is multiplied by in incremental 

displacement dz and integrated with respect to z, leading to the energy balance 

Eq. (2-28) in relative z coordinates, 

 (2-28) 

  

The individual terms of on the left hand side of Eq. (2-28) describe the 

different forms of energy that are present in the SDOF oscillator. The right 

hand side of (2-28) is the input energy to the SDOF oscillator from the base 

acceleration. The terms on the left had side of (2-28) are kinetic, damped and 

absorbed energy, respectively. These terms are further expanded as follows.  

 

Kinetic Energy,  
  (2-29) 

 

 

Damped Energy,  

 

 (2-30) 

Absorbed Energy, and                                                                     

 (2-31) 

Input Energy:       

                                                                       

 (2-32) 

 

The kinetic energy term gives the instantaneous kinetic energy of the SDOFn 

at the current time t from ½ the product of mass and velocity squared. The 

damped energy term is cumulative and builds during the shock transient. The 

absorbed energy term for a linear spring (k=constant) becomes the 

instantaneous energy of ½kz2. In the general case where there is inelastic 

behavior of the spring (e.g. elasto-plastic) the absorbed energy would be 

cumulative during the transient due to plastic strain. Eq. (2-32) gives the input 

energy to the SDOFn  from the base acceleration and relative velocity. The 

input energy is cumulative for the duration of the shock transient. For any 

instance in time, the input energy is equal to the sum of the response energy 

terms on the left hand side of Eq. (2-28). An updated energy equation for the 

motion of a linear SDOFn oscillator is given by Eq. (2-33), 

 

  (2-33)  

 

Figure (2-9) is an example of the individual transient energies and the total 

transient input energy for a 10 Hz SDOF oscillator from a base acceleration. It 

is apparent from observation of the figure that the sum of the individual energy 

terms on the left hand side of Eq. (2-33) are equal to the input energy on the 

right hand side of Eq. (2-33) at every instance in time.  

If the peak values of the input energy term, right hand side of Eq. (2-33), are 

plotted as a function of frequency for all N SDOF systems, an energy input 

spectrum is determined. Figure (2-10) shows the energy input from transient 

design base acceleration 𝑢�̈�(𝑡) for three SDOF oscillators tuned to frequencies 

of 10 Hz, 100 Hz and 1,000 Hz. The corresponding peak input energy per unit 

mass values are 159.6 in2/sec2, 74.5 in2/sec2 and 67.6 in2/sec2, respectively. 

These points are indicated by a square, an ellipse and a circle, respectively, in 

Figure (2-10). These peak energy input amplitudes are the magnitudes of the 

EIS for transient base acceleration at the corresponding frequencies, also 

indicated by a square, an ellipse and a circle, respectively, in Figure (2-11). 

The complete EIS for the base acceleration 𝑢�̈�(𝑡) covering frequency 

bandwidth of 10 Hz to 5,000 Hz is plotted in Figure (2-11). 

Derivation of an the energy equation for a MDOF structure is similar to that 

of a SDOF oscillator, and modifications to the MDOF matrix equation of 

motion are also similar to that of the SDOF scalar equation of motion. For a 

linear MDOF system in relative coordinates, the matrix equation of motion is 

given by Eq. (2-34), 

 

 
Figure (2-9). Transient Energy Input for 10 Hz SDOF. 

 

 

Figure (2-10). Base Acceleration )(tub
 Transient Energy Input for Three 

SDOF Oscillators.  
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Figure (2-11). Base Acceleration )(tub
 Energy Input Spectrum (EIS).  

 

 (2-34) 

 

To convert Eq. (2-34) to from a force balance to an energy balance, we again 

multiply each term by {dz} T and integrate with respect to z, leading to the 

MDOF energy Eq. (2-35),  

 

 (2-35) 

 
Noting that {dz} can be rewritten as                 , this substitution in (2-35)  

 

for all terms, except the absorbed energy term results in,  

 

  (2-36) 

If similar transformations are executed for (2-36) as was done for the SDOF 

energy terms, Eq. (2-29) through Eq. (2-32) , the same energy terms occur for 

the MDOF system, given by, 

 

Kinetic Energy:                                                                       (2-37) 

 

Damped Energy:                                                                       (2-38) 

 

Absorbed Energy: and                                                              (2-39) 

 

 

Input Energy:                                                                           (2-40) 

 

For the 3DOF system models described in Chapters 3 and 4, the input energy 

was computed from Eq. (2-40). The time integration was performed using the 

central difference numerical integration time stepping routine, where the 

dynamic analysis is executed by stepping through the transient with equal Δt 

time increments. The integration procedure evaluates the incremental ΔEk
n 

input energy for current time step increment k, and adds ΔEk
n to the cumulative 

sum of all prior time steps, En
k-1. The 3DOF energy input time stepping 

procedure is, 

                                                                                                                  (2-41) 

 

 (2-42) 

 

 

 

 (2-43) 

 

2.6 Temporal Information from a Shock Acceleration 

In addition to the SRS and EIS, if temporal information is available from 

shock test data it offers additional information for the synthesis of aS. Temporal 

characteristics of a typical shock acceleration time-history include the overall 

envelope shape and temporal moments. Temporal moments quantify the shape 

of the shock pulse including the centroid, duration, relative rise/decay and the 

degree of concentration about the centroid. 

The envelope E(t) is the relative temporal shape of the overall rise, plateau 

and decay of the shock acceleration time-history. Since E(t) is a relative shape 

of the shock acceleration, the plateau is typically set to 1.0. For a family of test 

data, E(t) can be determined based on a best fit of the data. Although various 

shapes are possible, mechanical shock acceleration is frequently characterized 

by a rapid exponential rise, a relative short plateau region, followed by a more 

gradual exponential decay. E(t) has the same characteristics. A typical shock 

E(t) envelope used to control the overall rise and decay of the enveloped 

sinusoids synthesized acceleration as is plotted in Figure (2-6).  

Smallwood60-62 proposed the use of bandlimited temporal moments to 

characterize shock accelerations. Smallwood noted that the SRS was developed 

to reduce a complex base acceleration time-history to a simple representation, 

based on the peak response of a series of SDOF oscillators as described in 

Section 1.2. However as noted in Section 1.4, an SRS compatible time-history 

is needed for structural analysis of a nonlinear system model and also for 

electro-dynamic shaker shock testing. A serious limitation of the SRS is that it 

contains no information about the duration of shape (rise and decay time) of 

the shock event. Further, the actual shock event is usually oscillatory, but 

frequently a simple unidirectional wave form pulse is used for shock testing 

such as the half-sine pulse described in Section 2.3. As shown in Figure (2-7) 

this can lead to a very short duration wave form with significantly higher peak 

amplitude than the data, which can lead to a serious over test condition. 

Another limitation of the SRS is that it has no spectral content. 

The use of band limited temporal moments can mitigate some of these 

limitations when synthesizing an SRS compatible acceleration. A brief 

description of temporal moments is contained herein. The reader is referred to 

the Smallwood references for an in depth description. The ith temporal moment 

mi(ε) of a time-history a(t) about a time location ε is defined to be, 

 

 (2-44)  

 

Temporal moments are useful to characterize the time-history temporal 

characteristics of a complex shock wave form. Temporal moments are 

analogous to probability density functions. The square of the time history is 

used for several reasons including avoidance of negative amplitudes. The first 

five temporal moments are given specific names. The zero order temporal 

moment, Eq. (2-45), is called energy (E) but in general will not have energy 

units. Note from (2-45) that energy E is independent of ε. 

 

                                                                      (2-45) 

 
If the centroid of a(t) occurs at time t = τ, the first moment about τ is zero. 

 

                                                                                                       (2-46) 

 
From Eq. (2-45) and (2-46) it can be shown that, 

 

                                                                                       (2-47) 

 

The next three temporal moments are taken about the centroid τ. Moments 

taken about time t=τ are termed central moments. The centroid avoids the 

problem of having the temporal moments depend on the choice of the time 

origin. These three moments are of particular interest and are designated as 

RMS duration, skewness and kurtosis, respectively. The square root of the 

second central moment, normalized by energy is the RMS duration, D. This 

duration is analogous to the moment of inertia in mechanics or standard 

deviation of random numbers.  

 

                                                                                                      (2-48) 

 

Skewness is a measure of the relative rise and decay time of a(t). 

Mechanical shock typically has a rapid rise time with a more gradual decay 

time, which results in positive skewness. A symmetric waveform results in 

zero skewness. Skewness S normalized by duration is given by Eq. (2-50).  

  

 (2-49) 

 

 

  (2-50) 
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Kurtosis is a measure of the central tendency of the waveform. For example 

high kurtosis may represent a bimodal pulse. Low kurtosis indicates the 

waveform is concentrated near the centroid. Kurtosis K normalized by duration 

is given by Eq. (2-52). 

 

  (2-51) 

 
  (2-52) 

 
Smallwood (1989) notes that the importance of skewness and kurtosis 

relative to the response of a system is not obvious, and that matching the 

centroid and RMS duration is clearly more important. The square root of E 

normalized by the RMS duration is termed the root energy amplitude (REA), 

which conveniently has the same units as a(t), which is acceleration in this case. 

REA provides a convenient way to describe the energy of the shock pulse. 

 

  (2-53) 

 
Figure (2-12) is a plot of the design acceleration aD with the temporal 

moments indicated on the plot, including the magnitude of the root energy 

amplitude plotted at the centroid τ. 

 

 
Figure (2-12). Design Shock Acceleration aD with Temporal Moments. 
 

 
Figure (2-13). Design Acceleration |aD| and Envelope E(t). 

 

 
Figure (2-14). Design SRSD and EISD. 

 
2.7 Define Baseline aD, SRSD, EISD and Temporal Moments for Present 

Study 

Previously in this document, references have been made to a design 

acceleration aD and the corresponding design shock response spectrum SRSD. 

For the present study, a design acceleration time-history signal aD was chosen 

from a typical set of mechanical shock test data. The aD chosen had an 

envelope shape and peak amplitude representative of a mechanical shock pulse. 

The corresponding design shock response spectrum SRSD, energy input 

spectrum EISD, envelope E(t) and five temporal moments were determined 

from aD. Figure (2-13) is a plot of the absolute value of aD with E(t) indicated 

on the plot. The peak value of the envelope E(t) is 1.0, but was expanded by a 

factor of 47 in the plot to illustrate the fit with aD. Figure (2-14) is a plot of 

SRSD and EISD. The temporal moments of aD are plotted on Figure (2-12). The 

five temporal moments and REA for the design acceleration aD are, 

• ED (energy) 1.4053E6 in2/sec3 

• τD (centroid) 0.0415 sec 

• DD (duration) 0.019 sec 

• SD (skewness) 0.0217 sec 

• KD(kurtosis) 0.0304 sec 

• READ (root energy amplitude) 8,600 in/sec2 

For the present study, these design quantities were needed as a basis of 

comparison to evaluate the accuracy of synthesized accelerations aS. These 

evaluations are the degree to which, 

• SRSS, EISS, and temporal moments of aS match the corresponding 

quantities from aD, and 

• The accuracy of response of MDOF models from aS compared to 

the corresponding response from aD.  

 
3 New Approach to Synthesize SRS Compatible Acceleration 

3.1 Overview 

A new approach is described for the synthesis of an SRS compatible base 

acceleration beyond what has been proposed and implemented in the past. This 

includes the introduction of additional constraints beyond only SRSD 

compatibility of the synthesized acceleration, aS. These additional constraints 

for aS are the design energy input spectrum (EISD) and five temporal moments 

determined from aD. Given the objective to match multiple constraints, an 

optimization synthesis procedure was required. Two essential differences 

between how others have determined aS and the proposed approach are 

specifically, 

• aS compatibility with EISD and aD derived temporal moments in 

addition to SRSD, and 

• Quality of aS evaluated based on the accuracy of MDOF model 

response. 

The significance of the additional constraints, or factors, was determined by 

regression analysis.  
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3.2 Traditional Synthesize Methods of SRSD Compatible Base Acceleration 

As described in Chapter 2, past authors have documented numerous methods 

to synthesize an SRSD compatible base acceleration. Common synthesis 

methods include standard wave forms, typically comprised of a classical pulse 

or some variant of a summation of sinusoids. These methods include: 

• Classical acceleration pulse (half sine, trapezoid, triangle, others), 

• Damped sinusoids, 

• Wavelets and 

• Enveloped sinusoids with random phase angles. 

Less commonly used methods include trained neural networks, inverse 

Fourier transforms, and maximum entropy.  

Regardless of the method, authors have primarily addressed a single 

objective to synthesize a base acceleration, aS, that returns a shock response 

spectrum, SRSS, which matches the design shock response spectrum, SRSD, 

within prescribed limits. For example, MIL-STD-810G, Method 516.6 (2008) 

prescribes a tolerance envelope of +3.0 dB/-1.5 dB around SRSD which SRSS is 

to meet. This single objective obviates the motivation to make use of 

aforementioned other significant information, specifically: 

• Input energy per unit mass of aS, characterized by an energy input 

spectrum EISS. The EIS of a general base acceleration �̈�𝑏(t) is determined 

from the right hand side of Eq. (2-33) and plotted on Figure (2-11). 

• Five temporal moments described in Section 2.6 and indicated on 

figure (2-12). 

• Transient shock shape envelope E(t) indicated in Figure (2-13). 

 

3.3 Synthesis of Base Acceleration aS  

The objective of the synthesis procedure is to determine aS which is 

compatible with the corresponding design acceleration quantities of SRSD, EISD, 

E(t) and five temporal moments of aD. To achieve this, the differences between 

synthesis based quantities SRSS, EISS, and temporal moments of aS, and the 

corresponding design quantities are minimized. The percent error factors for 

these synthesized quantities relative to the corresponding design quantities are 

given by Eqs. (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3), respectively. The envelope function E(t) is 

imposed on the overall shape of aS. 

A synthesis optimization flow chart, Figure (3-1), illustrates this process. The 

approach is to minimize a merit function, M, that is a function of the 

percentage errors factors SRS%, EIS%, E%, τ%, D%, S% and K%.  

 

 (3-1) 

 

      (3-2) 

 
  (3-3) 

 
  (3-4) 

 
  (3-5) 

  (3-6) 

  (3-7) 

 
The synthesis of aS is given by Eq. (3-8). The synthesis method selected for 

the optimization of aS was enveloped sinusoids with random phase angles. The 

envelope function E(t) determines the temporal shape of aS, provides control of 

the rise, plateau and decay of the synthesized wave form, rather than to rely on 

time delays and damping of individual sinusoids. Based on examination of 

mechanical shock acceleration data, a typical shock pulse has a rapid rise, a 

brief (if any) plateau, and a gradual decay. The correct choice of E(t) assures 

this shape for aS. It has proven to be effective in guiding the temporal profile of 

aD, or the combined envelope in the case of a family of field data.  

  (3-8) 

 

The synthesis procedure is iterative as shown in Figure (3-1). The summation 

in Eq. (3-8) is over index n corresponding to N ωn frequencies. The amplitude 

coefficients An are independently updated in each iteration to minimization the 

merit function M. To start the procedure, the following initial quantities are set. 

 

 
Figure (3-1). aS Synthesis Optimization Process. 

 

• Envelope function E(t). 

• Frequency vector ωn to span the frequency bandwidth N. 

• Vector of N random phase angles φn. 

• Initial seed of N coefficients An, based on a percentage of SRSD at 

each frequency. 

E(t), ωn ,and φn are stationary during the optimization process. The 

optimization is executed over an iteration loop index i until the change to the 

merit function ΔM i meets a predefined tolerance. 

The synthesis process is started (i=1) by forming as using the initial values of 

An
1. Initial values of An (i=1) were chosen to be 3% of SRSD based on 

observations of prior results. Initial values of SRSS
1, EISS

1, ES
1, τS

1, DS
1, SS

1 and 

KS
1 are calculated from as

1. As the process proceeds, the percentage errors 

given by Eq.  (3-1) through (3-7) are calculated during each iteration i. 

The merit function M i, Eq. (3-9) is evaluated for each iteration i. A 

convergence criterion is given by Eq. (3-10). 

and  (3-9) 

 

ΔM i = (M i - M i-1) ≤ Tol .  (3-10) 

This optimization process was executed with the Matlab optimization tool kit 

using the fminsearch routine65. If ΔM i does not meet the predefined tolerance 

of Eq. (3-6), the fminsearch optimization routine continues to adjust the set of 

An
i to further reduce M i. When Eq. (3-10) is satisfied, a final set of amplitude 

coefficients, An
final, are used to compute the final synthesized acceleration as

final 

from 

 

 (3-11)  

 
3.4 Evaluate aS from MDOF Model Response 

Regardless of how well the synthesized aS meets the spectral and temporal 

factors of Eq. (3-1) through (3-7), there is no guarantee that when aS is applied to 

a MDOF model, the response of the model will agree with the corresponding 

response from the design acceleration, aD . To evaluate aS when applied to a 

physical model, the process of Figure (3-2) was developed. Both the design and 
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synthesized accelerations were applied to a general MDOF model. The model 

responses from aS were compared to the corresponding responses from aD.. 

 

 
Figure (3-2). Process to Evaluate aS Accuracy. 

 

Average percentage errors were calculated for peak mass accelerations, peak 

relative displacements and peak energy input to 

the model. These responses were chosen based 

on their ability to damage a physical system. 

Peak accelerations and displacements produce 

peak forces at discrete locations in the system at 

discrete points in time. Heavy elements 

subjected to a high acceleration can result in 

high inertial forces corresponding to the product 

of mass and acceleration (F=ma). Structural 

elements connecting discrete components can 

generate large forces from large relative 

displacement (F=kz). The total energy input (EI) 

to a system is a cumulative and macroscopic 

measure of the damage potential for the entire 

system. A physical system subjected to a peak 

energy input must distribute and dissipate the 

energy based on the characteristics of system 

including system dynamics, damping and 

deformations.  

 A general 3DOF model, Figure (3-3), was 

developed to evaluate the response of the synthesized base accelerations 

relative to that of the design acceleration. This 3DOF model represents a 

general system where masses and spring rates were sized to result in natural 

frequencies in the range of interest relative to the magnitudes of SRSD and EISD 

over the frequency bandwidth. The absolute displacements of masses m1, m2 

and m3 are given by u1, u2 and u3, respectively. Since the excitation of interest 

is a base acceleration, a base coordinate ub is defined. A relative coordinates is 

defined for each mass mi, given by (ui-ub). Three springs of stiffness k1, k2 and 

k3 connect the mass elements, and k1 connects mass m1 to the base. The model 

excitation is a base acceleration, which is the second time derivative of the base 

coordinate ub. Damping of ζ=5% of critical damping was prescribed for the 

entire model.  

Three variants of the general 3DOF model were developed based on three 

sets of spring force-displacement relationships given by, 

• Linear: linear force-displacement relationship for all springs, 

• Nonlinear-Stiffening: nonlinear elastic springs where each spring 

rate increases when the displacement exceeds a predefined value and 

•  Nonlinear-Softening: nonlinear elastic springs where each spring 

rate decreases when the displacement exceeds a predefined value. 

Details of the general 3DOF model parameters are given in Appendix B. 

 

                                                                 

As shown on Figure (3-2), average percentage errors were calculated based 

on the 3DOF model response from aS compare to the corresponding responses 

from aD. These percent errors are, 

• average percentage error of the peak mass accelerations, 

• average percentage error of the peak relative displacements and  

• percentage error of the 3DOF model peak input energy. 

These 3DOF model response percentage errors are defined by Eq.  (3-12), 

(3-13) and (3-14), respectively, where the superscript “s” is the 3DOF response 

from the synthesized acceleration and superscript “D” is the 3DOF response 

from the design acceleration. The 3DOF model percentage errors are, 

  

 (3-12) 

  

 

 

 

 (3-13) 

 

 

 (3-14) 

 
 

The relative displacement for each mass mi is defined by, 

zi ≡ ui – ub  (3-15)  

 
3.5 Determine Significant Factors from Regression Analysis 

  
The general merit function given by Eq. (3-9) includes seven percent error 

terms, or factors, to be minimized in the synthesis optimization process of 

Figure (3-1). The expectation is that minimization of these seven factors, given 

by Eq. (3-1) through (3-7), will improve system response accuracy when 

applied to a general MDOF system such as the 3DOF model of Figure (3-3). 

However, it is unclear which factors are significant, or not significant, in 

reduction of the MDOF system errors given by Eq. (3-12) through (3-14). To 

quantify the significance of the seven factors, a regression analysis was 

completed for each of the three model responses. Fourteen unique acceleration-

time histories were synthesized to execute the regression analysis. The 

assessment was completed for the three variants of the general 3DOF model 

described in Appendix B (linear, nonlinear-stiffening, and nonlinear-softening). 

The regression analysis determined the significant factors for each model 

response, based on a predefined statistical significance threshold. A flow chat 

of this process is illustrated in Figure (3-4). 

To execute the regression analysis, fourteen synthesized accelerations were 

applied to the 3DOF model. Ten of the fourteen synthesized accelerations were 

developed by minimizing the merit function M in Eq. (3-16). 

M = WSRSSRS% + WEISEIS% + WEE% + Wττ% + WDD% + WSS% + WKK%       (3-16) 

Different combinations of the initial values of the weighting coefficients in 

Eq. (3-16) were chosen to synthesize 10 of 14 accelerations by the process 

described in Figure (3-1). As the matlab optimization process progressed 

(typically a 12-18 hours duration), real time changes were made to the 

weighting coefficients in (3-16) to best minimize the merit function M. The 

naming convention for these ten matlab synthesized accelerations contains the 

number of iterations.  

In addition to the ten accelerations synthesized to minimize M, four 

synthesized accelerations plotted in Figure (2-7) were also included in the 

regression process. These four acceleration were synthesized to minimize SRS% 

only. The fourteen accelerations are plotted in Figure (3-5). 
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Figure (3-4). Regression Analysis Process. 
 

 
Figure (3-5). Fourteen Synthesized Accelerations. 
 

 
Figure (3-6). Correlation of 14 asyn Error Factors & 3DOF Model Response 

Errors. 

The percent error factors, Eq. (3-1) through (3-7), for each of the 14 

synthesized accelerations are tabulated in Table (3-1). The 3DOF model peak 

responses percent errors, corresponding to each of the synthesized accelerations, 

are tabulated in Table (3-2). The right had columns of both tables are average 

percent errors for each row of all numerical columns. The right had column of 

Table (3-1) represents the average of the seven percent error factors 

corresponding to each synthesized acceleration. The right hand column of 

Table (3-2) represents the average percent error of nine model response percent 

errors for the three variants of the general 3DOF model. Figure (3-6) is a plot 

of the average 3DOF model response percent error (right hand column of Table 

(3-2)) as a function of the synthesized accelerations factors percent error (right 

hand column of Table (3-1)). The solid black curve of Figure (3-6) is the plot 

of this relationship for all synthesized accelerations. The dashed red curve is a 

linear least squares fit to these 14 data points. It is evident that as the average 

percent error of the synthesized acceleration factors increase, in general the 

model response average percent error also increase. This general trend is not 

surprising. However, from this high level perspective the significance of each 

of the individual factors of Table (3-1) is not evident. Further, neither are the 

peak model responses errors (input energy, relative displacement and mass 

acceleration) that each individual factor may or may not influence. In order to 

address these questions, a set of nine individual regression analyses were 

executed; one for each of the nine model responses of Table (3-2). 

Table (3-1). Regression Analysis Input Factors. 

Synthesized 

Acceleration 
SRS% EIS% E% τ% D% S% K% 

ave % 

error 

asyn460k 4.88 4.65 -8.97 0.27 0.00 0.08 -2.28 3.02 

asyn296k 4.18 7.38 -6.56 0.34 0.00 0.00 -2.93 3.05 

asyn427k 4.46 5.63 
-

10.30 
1.17 2.54 -1.12 -4.33 4.22 

asyn316k 6.24 6.22 -8.87 -0.97 3.70 3.60 0.00 4.23 

asyn219k 5.99 13.74 -0.05 0.18 -2.49 -6.92 -8.33 5.39 

asyn318k 9.31 8.54 
-

15.12 
1.03 0.66 -2.65 -5.30 6.09 

asyn221k 8.07 9.96 
-

14.33 
-1.54 -9.96 

-

10.14 

-

10.88 
9.27 

asyn242k 14.01 25.58 0.00 0.03 -4.56 
-

10.73 

-

10.56 
9.35 

asyn581 12.93 8.95 -9.08 -3.31 
-

13.07 

-

13.63 

-

13.81 

10.6

8 

asyn2927 47.19 
67.2

1 
-1.03 -5.06 

-

16.80 

-

14.28 

-

15.46 
23.86 

Env Sines 4.88 
95.9

0 

41.2

3 
4.32 28.17 20.17 16.43 30.16 

Wavelets 6.97 34.90 
-

27.78 
39.58 139.67 81.48 84.59 59.28 

Half Sine 83.30 
77.0

0 

-

32.09 

-

99.03 

-

99.24 

-

100.03 

-

99.41 
84.30 

Dmpd Sines 8.67 49.90 
-

13.25 
11.16 234.60 306.70 276.07 128.62 

 

The significance of the seven factors in the merit function M was determined 

from regression analysis, based on the response of the general 3DOF model. 

The regression analysis was conducted with Minitab software44. The factors, 

Eq.  (3-1) through (3-7), were the inputs to the regression model and the 3DOF 

model responses, Eq.  (3-12) through (3-14), were the outputs. The factors’ 

percent errors for each synthesized acceleration are tabulated in Table (3-1). 

The corresponding model response percent errors are tabulated in Table (3-2). 

The significance of the seven factors given by Eq.  (3-1) through (3-7) was 

determined from regression analysis, based on the peak responses of the 

general 3DOF model. The factors, Table (3-1), were the inputs to the 

regression model and the 3DOF model responses, Table (3-2), were used to 

determine the regression model results. A regression analysis was performed 

for each individual 3DOF model response. For example the regression model 

to predict En% for the linear 3DOF model response, determined the coefficients 

C1 – C8 in the following linear equation of the form, 

 

 (3-17) 

 

The regression analysis solves a set of linear equations determined from the 

synthesized acceleration results of Tables (3-1) and (3-2). For the linear 3DOF 

model, a set of responses En% corresponding to each synthesized acceleration is 
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tabulated in Table (3-2). The corresponding set of input factors are tabulated in 

Table (3-1). This result is a set of linear equations. Unknowns C1-C8 are 

determined by solving this system of linear equations. It is noted that terms could 

be added to Eq. (3-17) for the product of the factors, which can also be 

significant based on results of a prior study5. However, for the seven factors in 

Eq. (3-17), a total of 28 synthesized accelerations would be required to determine 

coefficients for all individual factors and all products of individual factors. For 

the current study, time permitted only 14 accelerations to be synthesized, which 

was not sufficient to include all product terms were in the regression model. 

 

Table (3-2). General 3DOF Model Response Percent Errors. 

 

 Beyond determining the coefficients for a linear equation, the significance of 

each factor is determined by the regression model. The significance threshold 

for each factor was based on α≤0.1, which corresponds to a 10% probability 

that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis. 

The null hypothesis, H0, is that all Ci=0 in Eq. (3-17), except C1. The 

alternative hypothesis, H1, is that at least one Ci≠0, not including C1. For 

example, the regression analysis determined the following significant factors 

and coefficients in Eq. (3-17) to be, 

  

 (3-18) 

 

In this case of peak energy input % error model response, the 

significant factors based on meeting or exceeding α≤0.1 criteria were SRS%, τ%, 

D%, S% and K%. 

Tables (3-3) through (3-5) summarize the results of individual regression 

analyses corresponding to the linear, nonlinear-stiffening and nonlinear-

softening variant of the general 3DOF model, respectively. Each row of these 

tables represents an individual regression analysis. Factors that met the α≤0.1 

criteria are indicated with a black “x” in the corresponding cell of each table. 

Those factors that met a more restrictive α≤0.05 criteria are indicated with a 

red “x” in the corresponding cell. Each regression analysis included the entire 

set of fourteen synthesized accelerations plotted in Figure (3-5). These results 

indicate for all variants of the 3DOF model, the last four temporal moments 

(centroid, duration, skewness and kurtosis) represent significant factors vis-à-

vis the accuracy of model response. The last column of Table (3-3) through (3-

5) list adjusted R2 values. R2 is a percentage of how well the regression model 

such as Eq. (3-18) explains the variability in model response. For example, the 

En% R2 value in Table (3-3) indicates that Eq. (3-18) explains approximately 

98.7% of the variation in the response for the peak energy input percent error 

for the linear 3DOF model.  

The regression model equations corresponding to the significant factors 

indicated in Table (3-3) through (3-5) are given in Eq. (3-19) through (3-27) 

below. 

 

Regression Model Equations for Linear 3DOF Model: 

z%=14.27-1.7010 τ%+0.8024 D%-0.5473 S% (3-19) 

�̈�%=34.56 - 2.274 τ% - 6.048 S%+6.721 K%   (3-20)  

En%=10.83-0.762 SRS%-2.915 τ%+1.931 D%-4.31 S%+3.41 K%  

       (3-21) 

Regression Model Equations for Nonlinear Stiffening 3DOF Model: 

z%=2.17+0.5551 SRS%-0.1339 τ %      (3-22) 

�̈�%=23.71+0.1547 EIS%-1.903 τ%-4.056 S%+4.534 K%  (3-23) 

En%=17.27-1.001 SRS%-2.195 τ%+2.479 D%-1.563 S%  (3-24) 

 

 

 

Regression Model Equations for Nonlinear Softening 3DOF Model: 

z%=15.52+0.1798 EIS%-2.886 τ%+1.641 D%-1.183 S%  (3-25) 

�̈�%=42.63-0.380 EIS%+0.695 E%-2.118 τ %-6.04 S%+6.78 K%   (3-26) 

En%=-22.1-3.661 τ%+4.773 D%+6.06 S%-10.30 K%  (3-27) 

 

Appendix D contains additional information about the regression analysis 

for the three variant of the general 3DOF model. 

 

Table (3-3). General 3DOF Model-Linear-Significant Factors. 

 Significant Factors  

3DOF 

Response 
SRS% EIS% E% τ% D% S% K% R2

adj 

z%    x x x  99.1% 

�̈�%    x  x x 96.8% 

En% x   x x x x 98.7% 

 

Table (3-4). General 3DOF Model, Nonlinear Stiffening-Significant Factors. 

 Significant Factors  

3DOF 

Response 
SRS% EIS% E% τ% D% S% K% R2

adj 

z% x   x    95.6% 

�̈�%  x  x  x x 97.8% 

En% x   x x x  83.5% 

 

 

Synthesized 

Acceleration 

En% z% lin udd% 

ave % error 

Lin NLstiff NLsoft Lin NLstiff NLsoft Lin NLstiff NLsoft 

asyn460k 0.77 8.10 -10.11 9.97 3.20 7.84 4.35 13.19 17.22 8.31 

asyn296k -0.10 16.23 17.44 13.77 7.16 11.77 25.19 7.88 17.44 13.00 

asyn427k -2.12 2.36 12.85 13.51 2.33 9.98 18.19 21.04 3.20 9.51 

asyn316k -8.93 18.88 15.62 22.82 2.53 19.86 11.38 2.10 13.91 12.89 

asyn219k -3.46 8.19 8.34 8.71 11.46 26.73 23.50 11.93 18.60 13.44 

asyn318k -2.23 18.04 41.20 14.26 7.66 32.45 14.79 10.71 10.47 16.87 

asyn221k -1.04 13.24 -2.84 17.23 11.39 18.53 16.73 20.59 12.96 12.73 

asyn242k -1.97 -32.11 -11.93 16.22 9.00 29.09 23.87 26.08 19.95 18.91 

asyn581 -0.48 30.97 -2.53 18.63 3.75 25.14 42.17 25.26 43.74 21.41 

asyn2927 -33.79 -36.09 -24.91 21.19 27.17 21.82 18.35 24.22 10.39 24.21 

Env Sines 24.92 53.60 44.51 15.58 4.20 47.93 16.92 27.22 15.76 27.85 

Wavelets 96.89 144.3 122.6 15.58 5.07 38.36 21.71 6.81 6.90 50.91 

Half Sine 136.3 61.38 285.5 157.8 63.24 270.6 197.9 179.9 130.9 164.8 

Dmpd Sines 44.80 84.97 70.91 15.63 1.87 14.50 8.95 17.69 8.84 29.80 
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Table (3-5). General 3DOF Model, Nonlinear Softening-Significant Factors. 

 Significant Factors  

3DOF 

Response 
SRS% EIS% E% τ% D% S% K% R2

adj 

z%  x  x x x  98.7% 

�̈�%  x x x  x x 95.5% 

En%    x x x x 97.3% 

  

3.6 Selection of aS for Comparison with Current Practices 

By examination of Table (3-1) it is apparent that the first ten accelerations, 

synthesized to minimize the merit function of Eq. (3-16), had significantly lower 

percentage errors for all factors, defined by Eq.  (3-1) through (3-7), compared to 

the last four acceleration synthesized to minimize SRS% only, Eq. (3-1).  

The average percentage errors for all factors are 7.9% and 75.6%, 

respectively. Further, based on examination of Table (3-2), the 3DOF model 

response errors corresponding to the first ten synthesized accelerations were 

considerably lower than the average percent error from the last four 

accelerations.  

The average 3DOF model percentage errors are 15.1% and 68.3%, 

respectively.  

This general metric suggests that accelerations synthesized to minimize all 

errors given by Eq.  (3-1) through (3-7) results in improved MDOF model 

response, compared to MDOF errors from accelerations synthesized to 

minimize SRS% only.  

Figure (3-6) supports this premise. To further test this thesis, synthesized 

acceleration asyn427k was selected for another comparison with the four 

accelerations synthesized to minimize SRS% only.  

asyn427k had the third lowest percentage errors for all factors in Table (3-1) 

and the second lowest 3DOF model response percent errors in Table (3-2).  

Synthesized acceleration asyn427k was applied to a second 3DOF model based 

on the US Navy’s medium weight shock machine (MWSM) and the responses 

were compared to corresponding responses from the common synthesis 

methods described in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2. The results of this comparison 

are described in Chapter 4.  

Plots of asyn427k and the corresponding SRS and EIS are plotted on Figures (3-7) 

through (3-9), including the comparative plots for the design acceleration, aD. 

 

 
Figure (3-7). Design and Synthesized Accelerations, aD and asyn427k.. 

 

 
Figure (3-8). SRSD and SRSasyn427k. 

 

 
Figure (3-9). EISD and EISasyn427k.. 
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